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Chew The Fat! x Jet Jam | Cable | 16.11.2012 

This November, deep in the heart of London Chew The Fat! are joining forces with Star Slinger’s
international club night Jet Jam for a night set to shake Cable to its very core! 

After the HENCH Recs crew well and truly blew the roof off Cable back in September, we’re back with
more cutting edge sounds from some of the brightest names in electronic music. Putting the world class
Nova Sound System through its paces are dubstep heavyweights Bare Noize, fresh from their massive
US Tour, along with Fat! favourites BAR9. They’re joined by Brighton’s bass kingpin High Rankin and a
special back to back set from DC Breaks and Document One – not to be missed! Rounding off
proceedings in the main room are Bullet Train head honcho Marco Del Horno, along with an exciting
new purveyor of bass fuelled party music, Danish dynamo Eloq, who makes his UK debut.  

And we’re very proud to announce that Room 2 will be brought to you by Star Slinger’s globe-trotting
party brand Jet Jam!  

Self-proclaimed vibe consultant Star Slinger heads up proceedings with his eclectic party sound that’s
seen him headline clubs and festival stages the world over. He’s joined by Foamo, fresh from a summer
of tearing up Ibiza at his residency at Space, and young upstarts Bondax, the duo behind massive
summer jams ‘Baby I Got That’ & ‘You’re So’. With no emphasis on BPM or genre, prepare yourself for
110% vibes! Up and comer Pále and the Seedy Sonics DJs complete the line-up.  

FACEBOOK EVENT BUY TICKETS 

ROOM 1 // Chew The Fat! 
Bare Noize, Bar9, High Rankin, DC Breaks B2B Document One, Eloq, Marco Del Horno 

ROOM 2 // Jet Jam & Seedy Sonics Present 
Star Slinger, Foamo, Bondax, Pále, Seedy Sonics DJs 

10PM – 6AM // CABLE, BERMONDSEY STREET TUNNEL, LONDON BRIDGE, SE1 3JW 
Tickets: 
Earlybird £6 
Ltd Adv £8 / Adv £10 
Door £13  

www.thefatclub.com // http://jetjam.net/ // http://www.seedysonics.com/ // www.cable-london.com
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International man of mystery Star Slinger has put together this belter of a mix in preparation for this
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Friday, when he brings his club JET JAM to room 2 at Cable, joined by Foamo, Bondax, Pále and the
Seedy Sonics DJs.  

Featuring a host of exclusive new tracks from the man himself, along with new stuff from the likes of
Bondax, Cyril Hahn and Disclosure, it's gorgeous. Check it out over on Mixcloud here -
http://www.mixcloud.com/thefatclub/the-fat-club-mix-048-star-slinger-jet-jam-mixtape-2/ or Soundcloud
here - https://soundcloud.com/starslingeruk/star-slinger-jet-jam-mixtape-london 

More info on the event here: http://www.facebook.com/events/293599860746006/ 

And grab the last remaining £10 tickets here: http://www.thefatclub.com/tickets/
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